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Dr. Andrew Strauss's passion for finding the underlying cause of scoliosis and effectively treating
it brought him on a trip to explore brand-new frontiers in the realm of proof based, scientifically
sound concepts that get to the root of the issue. Andrew Strauss provides parents the
fundamentals, the reasoning, and the technology to know what techniques to take next making
use of their child. In this groundbreaking book Your Child Has Scoliosis, Dr.
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I thought this book was superb in covering everything from information on results of medical
procedures .. Kenneth Silvestri ([. Within weeks of modifications and specifically developed
exercises she started to show definite symptoms of solid improvement! I thought this publication
was superb in covering everything from information on results of surgery and bracing to
clothing that are most helpful to what exercises could be a problem for those with
scoliosis.Understandably, I was thrilled when this book came out! Congrats, Dr. Andrew Strauss
provides written an exceptionally useful and well documented reserve on Scoliosis. It is clear,
concise and as an educational tool, extremely useful.. The only concern that I have is his
blanket declaration that Homeooathy isn't effective. Book of understanding for scoliosis This
book is an abundance of information, and is informative in a simplistic and straightforward
manner. In a nutshell, I agree with Dr. Strauss that top quality holistic healing settings can
complement one another. I recommend this extremely informative and well crafted book and
certainty will keep it on my shelf. Reviewed by Dr.. Dr Strauss travels across the world always
looking and learning the most recent and advanced info and technology on non-surgical
scoliosis treatment..]) Great book. I understand Dr Great reserve. Rob Bates D. Andrew Strauss
on a specialist level. We trained together doing non-surgical scoliosis treatment.. AMAZING
DOCTOR! Strauss gives caring and expert insights on what options parents have and how
exactly to decide on the very best treatment option An unbelievable guide for parents on the
journey of coping with their child's scoliosis! I highly encourage parents to learn this publication
and make informed decision on their children's scoliosis care. AMAZING BOOK! I've seen him first
hands treating his patient with scoliosis and obtaining amazing results. I was very impressed
with this reserve. So when my child started showing a curve in her back I was very concerned. I
knew I had to do whatever I could to help prevent her condition from obtaining worse.. Dr. I
have scoliosis and also have been treated at a CLEAR clinic. Dr. Strauss and his office staff
are kind, warm and very professional. Thank G-d, I was able to give my girl this option! While I
have learned much of this content in the publication from my very own life experience through
the years (I am 67 yrs . old, scoliosis diagnosed 50 years back) and from the caution I have
received at the Crystal clear clinic the last 8 years, this was an excellent compilation of
information (and I discovered some new things aswell). It is well written and very informative.
Knowledge is power! This publication gives people the knowledge of the treatments that are
offered and the benefits and risks associated with them. A must read for anybody with scoliosis!
This publication is clearly written for parents to very easily understand about their choices and
how their kids can benefit spinal rehab vs medical strategy of wait and see, bracing and
spinal surgery.Dr. Strauss presents caring and professional insights on what options parents
possess and how to decide on the very best treatment option. Dr. I believe that this book
represents a fresh standard in non-invasive scoliosis care, and if your son or daughter has
scoliosis, I believe that you'd be wise to read this publication and use it as helpful information.
Strauss was the solution! Strauss’ book is an extremely well organized body of work that issues
the mainstream notions of scoliosis intervention. The book is engaging, informative, & most
importantly, it offers true hope. It breaks brand-new ground, and it allows parents to make
better sense of the complexities of their kid’s scoliosis. In healthcare, we need doctors that
force the envelope with regards to digging deeper to locating the true underlying reason
behind the problem and resolving it. One of the most important books written on child scoliosis.
You could very well be saving your child from unnecessary surgery. I possibly could not put it
down! Growing up, I recall my mom having a lot of suffering from scoliosis. The writer clearly has
real technology behind him along with years of the successful demonstration that his



techniques really work. What comes through highly is the method he cares about his sufferers -
a genuine combination of a state of the art medical practitioner and a wonderful individual. In
fact rigorous research for example, the recent exhaustive research by the Swiss Government
concludes otherwise. It can help guide people who are affected by or want more insight into
scoliosis, and assists one in navigating an unfamiliar and perhaps frightening new world. Dr.
Strauss is clearly very knowledgeable and has done much research of this type. I strongly
recommend this book if you are looking to understand scoliosis or understands a person who
may have the condition. 10/10 would recommend Educational. Answered important questions
about adolescent scoliosis. Three Stars Just OK. I really do not really think this book presents
any particular help except promoting his business. What is scoliosis and the many avenues we
can use to greatly help ourselves lead a normal life instead of the medical/surgical way. His
knowledge and encounter demonstrate quality and thoroughness, but most importantly, it
creates a partnership along with his affected person and their families that is obviously
collaboratiive.. You can find less invasive treatments than the most commonly recommended
surgery and this reserve helps parents to know about them and make their decisions. Straus will
a great job helping both youth and adults get yourself a more complete picture of treatment
plans for those with a scoliosis. There have been nothing but RAVE reviews! Gives people an
option to take care of scoliosis without Harmful surgeries with poor long term health outcomes...
I've recommended this reserve to many of my scoliosis individuals to provide them with details
and empowerment. Quite often clinicians show an individual 'their option' when in reality there
are many approaches available. An excellent resource for scoliosis Dr. Dennis Woggon, DC -
Founder of the Crystal clear Scoliosis Institute This is a refreshing non surgical look at treatment
for . One of the Best Books to understanding scoliosis and conservative treatment Among the
best Books to understanding scoliosis and conservative treatment! Dr. Strauss!. Dr. This is a
refreshing non surgical look at treatment for scoliosis. Straus does a great job supporting both
youth and adults get a more . Gives people an option to treat scoliosis without Dangerous
surgeries with poor longterm health outcomes This book “your child has scoliosis” Explains an
very effective conservative option. Many thanks Doctor Strauss for writing a publication about
something so significant but in a way we all can understand. I've recommended this publication
to numerous of my scoliosis patients to . Ought to be required reading for each parent of kids
with scoliosis. I understand Dr.C.
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